
The Hero He Might Have Been 

South African Tragedy: The Life 
and Times of Jan Hof meyr, by 
Alan Paton (Scribners. 424 pp. $10), 
recounts the story of a man who 
might have changed his country's 
history had he been able to break 
free of his mother and his mentor, 
Jan Christian Smuts. John Barkham, 
editor of the Saturday Review Book 
Set'Vice fo1· newspapers, was for many 
years a journalist in South Africa. 

By JOHN BARKHAM 

JAN HENDRIK HOFMEYR ( 1894-
1948) was the authentic Wunder

kind of South African politics. Totally 
unknown in the United States, a country 
he never set foot in, he left behind him 
in South Africa a record as a youthful 
prodigy and Cabinet officer never likely 
to be surpassed. Hofmeyr was a near
genius who might have changed the his
tc.ry of his country, but for a fatal Haw 
in his otherwise exemplary character: 
he was a mother's boy till the day he 
died. 

In his short life he occupied every 
Cabinet office in the government save 
one-that of Prime Minister. As heir ap
parent of General Jan Christian Smuts, 
he was content to labor in his leader's 
shadow. In vain liberal-minded South 
Africans looked to him to establish a 
progressive party that would evolve 
an acceptable modus vivendi with South 
Africa's black proletariat. Hofmeyr 
never did. He could no more cut the 
cord that bound him to Smuts than he 
could that which bound him to his 
mother. 

Thus so far as the outside world is 
concerned he died, if not exactly a mute, 
ingloiious Milton, at best a name occa
sionally heard, briefly admired, and soon 
forgotten. In his own country Hofmeyr 
is barely remembered, largely because 
the liberal race policies he espoused 
were discarded for the Draconian dogma 
of apartheid. His own political party, in 
eclipse since his death, faces t11e bleakest 
of futures. In short, everything Hofmeyr 
stood for has vanished like the snows of 
winter, and with it his reputation. It 
was saddening to discover on my last 
visit to South Africa how rarely his 
name is mentioned. 

In the years when I covered South 
African politics I became reasonably 
well acquainted with Hofmeyr. He was 
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-From thtt book. 

Jan Hofmeyr - "a 1·eco1·d 
never likely to he surpassed.'' 

a man easy to admire but difficult to 
know: his glacial efficiency rebuffed 
overtures of any kind. A short, stocky 
figure with a head too large for his 
body, he dressed carelessly and looked 
through rather than at you. He spoke 
immaculate English with an accent 
acquired during his years at Oxford. 
His round face gave him a Buddha-like 
appearance that could be deceptive, as 
once noted by the British biogrnpher 
Hector Bolitho. "His eyes are almost 
terrifying," wrote Bolitho. "He urges one 
to silence." 

J T is easy to see why this brilliant, un
fulfilled man attracted Alan Paton. A 
liberal himself, Paton was drawn to Hof
meyr as a potential savior for South 
Africa. Here was a man whose policy 
of race conciliation could have arrested 
the trend toward black-white polariza
tion. But Hofmeyr was a reformer, not 
a revolutionary, and he had a na:ive belief 
in the triumph of reason. Even to Paton 
it is now clear that he lacked the inner 
steel to chart his own course, let alone 
that of his country. 

This full-length biography of Hof
meyr is very much a labor of love. Paton 
is not a biographer, but he has spent a 
decade or more rescuing the story of 
Hofmeyr's life from the oblivion that 
threatens to engulf it. In the South Afri
can editipn, a substantial volume of 550 
pages, the documentation is more ex
tensive, particularly on Hofmeyr's aca-

demic and politi<.:al <.:arccr. 111 Ule 
present Scribners edition the text has 
been abridged by about one-fifth, but 
the cuts are chiefly of background ma
terial and do no violence to the portrait. 

Hofmeyr was a prodigy in the fuJlest 
sense of the word. To begin with, he had 
a photographic memory. Paton opens 
his book with a novelistic scene in which 
t11e young Hofmeyr, all of six years old, 
preaches a Sunday sermon to his sick 
mother. He graduated from high school 
at twelve, won a B.A. and a Rhodes 
Scholarship at fifteen ( when he was still 
wearing short pants and playing mar
bles), graduated from Oxford with a 
double First, became a full professor at 
twenty-two, principal of Witwatersrand 
University at twenty-four, and admin
isb·ator ( roughly equivalent to our gov
ernor) of the Transvaal Province at 
the age of twenty-nine. 

NATIONAL politics now beckoned. 
Hofmeyr accepted Smuts as mentor, 
and, though differing from him on many 
matters, served him loyally as Deputy 
Prime Minister during the older man's 
many trips abroad. Paton is less than 
fair to Smuts in calling him Hofmeyr's 
"diabolically clever kinsman." Kinsman 
he was; but diabolical, no. A shrewd 
judge of character, Smuts was well 
aware of Hofmeyr's rnluctance to break 
out on his own. It is Paton's disappoint
ment at Hofmeyr's Hamletismo that 
spurs him to castigate Smuts. 

More potent than Smuts, however, 
was the lifelong influence on Hofmeyr 
of his widowed mother. An acid
tongued, strong-minded, importunate 
matriarch, she raised her brilliant son 
iJ1 virtual isolation from his older brother 
and stepsisters and dedicated her life 
to him. They were almost never sepa
rated. It was a relationship which, 
imperceptibly at first, throttled his ini
tiative and finally stiffed it. 

The relationship was no secret. Hof
meyr's students at "Wits" made cruel 
jokes about it ('Tm afraid Mother'll 
marry, and she's afraid I will."). Paton 
properly devotes much of his attention 
to this symbiotic relationship, since it 
provides the key to Hofmeyr's charac
ter. As Paton puts it, Hofmeyr soon 
learned that "the price of his mother's 
devotion was his own devotion." She 
frowned on female company in the 
home she ran for him, and, though Hof
meyr was sexually normal, at no time 
in his life was the attraction of a woman 
strong enough to make him defy his 
mother. From Paton this evokes the 
melancholy comment: "Boys have been 
known to wean themselves from pos
sessive mothers, but men seldom." Again 
and again Paton returns to this theme, 
articulating in print what was discussed 
so/to voce while Hofmeyr was alive. 
Thou~rh he does not flatly say so, Paton 
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plainly implies that the mother stunted 
her son's t:areer. What began as a per
sonal tragedy ended as a national one. 

The indomitable old lady lived into 
her eighties, surviving her son by several 
years. I recall Paton telling me in the 
Fifties that he would not publish his 
book while she lived. Nor did he. 

The question abides: what might Hof
meyr have achieved l1ad he outlived his 
mother and his mentor? We shall never 
know; but when he died, having worn 
himself out in the service of his counh·y, 
"a great light went out in the land, 

making men more wnscious of its 
darkness." 

Because Paton is today his country's 
foremost writer, this biography will car
ry the story of Hofmeyr to places where 
his name has never been heard before. 
It is a story of unfulfilled genius and 
aborted hope. Without sacrilege, it is 
possible to say of Hofmeyr, as Grill
parzer said of Schubert, that his death 
entombed "a rich possession but fairer 
hopes." The book may even remind 
South Africans of themselves as they 
might have been. 

A Poet's Days of Grace 

The Life of Dyfon Thornlls, by Con
stantine FitzC ibbon ( Atlantic-Little, 
Brown. 370 pp. $7.95), evokes the 
presence of the late poet i1i all of 
his charm and complexity. William 
Bittner wrote "Poe: A Biography." 

(' 

By WILLIAM BI1TNER 

IN OCTOBER of 1953 Constantine 
FitzGibbon, an American resident in 

England, encountered Dylan Thomas, 
liis friend of many years, outside 
llrnadcasting House, and went with him 
lo the inevitable pub, where they drank 
two or three pints and talked of the 
libretto Thomas planned to write for 
Igor Stravinsky. A few days later Dy
lan flew to New York and death
brought on, according to the nutopsy 
report, by "insult to the brain." Now, 
a dozen years later, Mr. FitzGibbon de
fines that insult as more than alcohol 
on top of ACTH and other legal but 
sometimes lethal drugs; he adds pov
erty, dedication, and love. And in so 
doing he has created a book so good that 
the reader is constrained from calling it 
great only by the contrasting magnifi
cence of Thomas's ,Jwn prose often and 
aptly quoted in it. 

Surely no biographer who knew his 
wbject as a living, breathing, drinking 
person has written so restrained a 
memoir. Although Mr. FitzGibbon re
counts his recollections and his impres
.~ions honestly and relies on his in
::tincts to temper other evidence, he 
never intrudes. Indeed, it is chnnicter
i~tic of his style that it will rise to a 
lyiical crescendo (in a langi.;age that is 
remarkably beautiful in its own quiet 
way), then be modified with facts and 
c<:·ntrary opinions; yet no paragraph 
whimpers to a close. At the most in
timate moment in the book-when 
Thomas, having just read a poem by 
Vernon Watkins abo11t !1imself, envi-
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sioned like a Celtic seer his involve
ment with the man who was to write 
his life-FitzGibbon takes off the curse 
by quietly commenting, "There is one 
more small personal anecdote that I 
should like to tell before I send the 
young man I then was offstage." 

He discredits Mario Luzi's impression 
of Thomas as an amiable drunk by not
ing that this same memory changed 
Dylan's b rown eyes to pale blue. How
ever, FitzGibbon's own image of the poet 
of the pre-London, prewar days is vague, 
and his attempt to trace the oiigins of an 
erratic and great artist in a conventional 
Bible-belt family is muddled rather 
than clarified by a sketchy account of a 
Welsh-language bard whose nom de 
r,:ume provided Dylan's middle name, 
but whose works Thomas could never 
l:ave read, since he read no Welsh. The 
local poet was, however, the world 
poet's great-uncle. 

"Do Not Go Gentle Into That Good 
Night" surely proves that the relation-

Dylan and Caitlin Thomas in 1938-
in Wales answe rs to "silly questions." 

ship of Dylan Thomas with his father 
was remarkable, and FitzGibbon's mem
oir makes this specific. A disappointed 
man, D. J. Thomas won a first-class 
honors degree from Aberystwyth when 
this was not at all common for the son 
of a railway worker, yet he spent his life 
as a teacher in a local grammar school 
when he would have preferred a univer
sity chair, which he felt with justification 
he should have had. He saw his son fail 
in his own school, prove incapable of 
coping in the world, succumb to d rink 
and worse-and yet their love grew. 

Above all, Thomas was Welsh. In a 
BBC talk of June 23, 1949, Dylan ex
pressed his national feeling in words that 
ring with beauty, understanding, and 
deep emotion. While living in Oxford 
;,nd commuting to London, he became 
suddenly aware, he relates, that he was 
out of place. Still without illusions 
about Wales, he asked himself, "How 
could I answer my silly questions un
less I went back to Wales?" Any casual 
observer of Dylan's life and work, like 
myself, can note that with Under Milk 
Wood he found the answers to those 
questions; only the fastidious narration 
of F itzGibbon-plus one intuitive re
view- reveal that Thomas's life as a 
poet had two phases: that of youth and, 
atter he had sold his early notebooks, 
that of his later struggle when he was 
no longer young. 

Under Milk Wood had a strange and 
long gestation. In "Return Journey," a 
prose p iece from the book Quite Earl'} 
One Morning, there is a dramatic ac
<'ount of the narrator's attempt to find 
his younger self in the Swansea, where 
he was a newspaper reporter at the age 
of seventeen. In the late Thirties he and 
Caitlin lived in the village of Laugharne 
and later in New Quay. Before he was 
twenty Thomas had wanted to write a 
Welsh Ulysses, and during the war and 
the seemingly endless period of auster
ity that followed it he visualized a plot 
involving a village concentration camp 
in reverse-the last sane place in an in
sane world, quarantined to avoid its in
fecting the rest of mad mar.kind with 
sanity. This was the most difficult task 
Thomas ever attempted, and he never, 
ii! spite of great pressure, called it 
finished. 

His every fragment is now considered 
precious. The low-fidelity recording of 
his reading the "First Voice" in Und1'r 
Milk Wood is preferable to any other, 
::?nd his unproduced or suppressed film
scripts are gradually appearing in print. 
The Beach at Falesa was published by 
Br,llantine Books earlier this year, and 
McGraw-Hill has just issued, in a han<l
some gift-book edition, at the shocking 
price of $5, fifty-three pages of Me and 
My Bike that Thomas completed. 

Dylan Thomas was so great a writer 
that his worth was recognized when he 
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